This new edition comprises of the following eight main sections:

- Section 1 (Nursing Subjects): Subjectwise Synopsis, MCQs, IBQs and Clinical guideline charts are included in this section covering all nursing subjects. Elaborative system wise description of Medical Surgical Nursing. Image based questions are provided for all chapters.

- Section 2 (Non‐Nursing Subjects): An overview of the subject and practice questions of English Language and Comprehension. General Knowledge and General Awareness, Current Affairs, General Intelligence and Reasoning Ability, and Arithmetical and Numerical Ability.

- Section 3 (Model Test Papers): This section allows you to quiz and evaluate yourself. It contains the memory-recollected original questions of various national recruitment examinations supplemented with their answers in the form of 10 model test papers in the latest exam pattern.

- Section 4 (Recent Papers): This section contains 26 recent-year question papers of various state and national level examinations, including latest ones from 2021, along with their answers.

- Section 5 (Sureshot Questions): This updated section now contains 1,000 sureshot questions carefully sorted out through our study of various question papers over the years.


- Section 7 (Case Based MCQs with Explanation): Symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis-based questions to identify diseases and provide optimum nursing care.

- Section 8 (Annexures): 50+ annexures for easy revision and retention.
  - Contains 13,000+ Solved MCQs with explanations.
  - Allows you to practice non-nursing subjects, like English, G K, Aptitude and Arithmetic ability.
  - Companion website now offers over 14 previous year papers and more than 10 model test papers for you to practice in CBT pattern along with their answer keys.

**KEY FEATURES**

**READERSHIP**

- Aspirants of competitive nursing recruitment exams of AIIMS, DSSSB, ESIC, RPSC, RRB, KERALA PSC, JIPMER, PGIMER.
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